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Abstract

Resembling the single server environment, if the multi-
server environment using smart card provides the users
to access the different servers after registering once with
the registration center and uses the same password and
identity for all the service provider’s servers, then secu-
rity would be the matter of great concern. So, remote
user authentication scheme becomes necessary to provide
a better security. In this regard, many dynamic ID-based
remote user authentication schemes in multi-server envi-
ronment using smart card have been proposed in the lit-
erature. In 2012, Sood proposed Dynamic Identity Based
Authentication Protocol for Two-Server Architecture and
claimed that his scheme is more efficient in terms of secu-
rity. But it is pointed out that Sood’s scheme is insecure
against off-line identity guessing attack, off-line password
guessing attack, privileged insider attack, user imperson-
ation attack, session key recovery attack and many logged
in users’ attack. In 2012, Li et al.’s proposed a scheme for
providing better performance than Sood’s scheme. But
unfortunately Li et al.’s scheme also is insecure against
off-line identity guessing attack, off-line password guess-
ing attack, user impersonation attack and many logged in
users’ attack. To overcome the above mention attacks for
both the schemes and related attacks on remote user au-
thentication like (identity and password guessing attack,
user impersonation attack, server masquerading attack,
insider attack, session key discloser attack, smart card
stolen attack, replay attack, many logged in users’ attack
and stolen verifier attack etc.), we proposed an efficient
dynamic ID-Based remote user authentication scheme in
multi-server environment using smart card. After perfor-
mance analysis, the proposed scheme has lower compu-
tation complexity, better communication cost and higher
security that makes the authentication system more se-
cure and efficient than both Sood’s and Li et al.’s schemes
published earlier.
Keywords: Authentication, dynamic ID, multi-server

1 Introduction

It is terribly inefficient and difficult for the users to re-
member different identities and passwords for accessing
various remote servers repetitively, when users used many
single-server environments. However, users can login the
control server only once and then access numerous dif-
ferent remote service providing servers, if they use the
multi-server authentication scheme [1, 4, 5, 7, 14]. In
2000, first Ford and Kaliski [6] proposed password based
multi-server authentication protocol that splits password
among different servers but the protocol has high compu-
tation due to use of public keys by the servers. Then in
2001, Jablon [10] improved Ford and Kaliski’s protocol,
which do not use public keys. In 2003, Lin et. al.’s [16]
proposed a multi-server authentication protocol based on
the ElGamal digital signature scheme. But the use of
public keys makes this protocol computation intensive. In
2004, Juang [11] proposed a smart card based multi-server
authentication protocol using asymmetric encryption al-
gorithm without using any verification table. In the same
year, Chang and Lee [3] proposed an improved scheme
over Juang [11] scheme. In 2007, Hu et al. [9] proposed an
efficient password authentication key agreement protocol
for multi-server architecture in which user can access mul-
tiple servers using smart card and one weak password and
also provides mutual authentication and secret session key
for secure communication. In 2008, Tsai [21] proposed
a multi-server authentication protocol using smart cards
based on the nonce and one-way hash function that does
not require storing any verification table on the server
and the registration center. This protocol does not use
any symmetric key or asymmetric key algorithm for im-
plementation. In 2009, Liao and Wang [15] proposed a
dynamic identity based remote user authentication pro-
tocol using smart cards to achieve users’ anonymity. This
protocol uses only cryptographic one-way hash function
for the implementation. In the same year, Hsiang and
Shih [8] found that Liao and Wangs protocol is suscep-
tible to insider attack, masquerade attack, server spoof-
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ing attack, registration center spoofing attack and does
not provide mutual authentication as well. To overcome
these drawbacks, they proposed an improved scheme over
Liao and Wang’s [15] scheme. Then in 2010, Sood et
al. [20] showed that Hsiang and Shih’s [8] scheme is in-
secure against replay attack, impersonation attack and
stolen smart card attack.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2. briefly reviews the Sood’s [19] scheme. Sec-
tion 3. shows cryptanalysis of Sood’s [19] scheme. Sec-
tion 4. briefly reviews the Li et el.’s scheme. Section 5.
describes cryptanalysis of Li et al.’s [13] scheme. Sec-
tion 6. describes the proposed scheme. Section 7. shows
the cryptanalysis of the proposed scheme. Section 8. com-
pares the performance analysis with related schemes pub-
lished earlier. We conclude the paper in Section 9. Fi-
nally, references are given in Section 10.

1.1 Contribution

In this paper, we have briefly reviewed Sood’s and Li
et al.’s authentication protocol for multi-server environ-
ment. Then, we demonstrated that both schemes suffers
from several attacks described in Section 3 and Section 5
respectively. Afterward, we proposed a remote user au-
thentication protocol for multi-server environment. After
cryptanalysis of the proposed protocol, it can be claimed
that the proposed protocol has no security weaknesses
and takes minimum computational and communication
cost than related scheme.

1.2 Preliminaries

In this section, a briefly review the basic concepts of cryp-
tographic one-way hash function and a related mathemat-
ical problem are introduced.

Cryptographic One-way Hash Function: A crypto-
graphic hash function maps a string of arbitrary
length to a string of fixed length called the hashed
value. It can be symbolized as: h : X → Y , where
X = {0, 1}∗, and Y = {0, 1}n. X is binary string
of arbitrary length and Y is a binary string of fixed
length n. It is used in many cryptographic appli-
cations such as digital signature, random sequence
generators in key agreement, authentication proto-
cols and so on. Cryptographic one-way hash function
satisfies the following properties:

1) Preimage Resistant: It is hard to find m from
given y, where h(m) = y.

2) Second-Preimage Resistant: It is hard to find
input m′ ∈ X such that h(m) = h(m′) for given
input m ∈ X and m′ 6= m.

3) Collision Resistant: It is hard to find a pair
(m,m′) ∈ X×X such that h(m) = h(m′), where
m 6= m′.

4) Mixing-Transformation: On any input m ∈ X,
the hashed value y = h(m) is computationally
indistinguishable from a uniform binary string
in the interval {0, 2n}, where n is the output
length of hash h(·).

Factorization Problem [18]: It is computationally in-
feasible to find two large primes p and q each of length
at least 1024-bits from given n (= p× q).

2 Brief Review of Sood’s Scheme

This section presents a brief description of Sood’s [19]
dynamic ID-based remote user authentication scheme in
multi-server environment using smart card. The nota-
tions used throughout this paper are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.

Table 1: Notation used

CS −→ Control Server
Sk −→ k − th Service Provider Server
Ui −→ i− th user

IDi −→ Identity of Ui

PW i −→ Password chosen by Ui

x −→ Secret key of Control Server CS
H(·) −→ Cryptographic one-way hash function
SK −→ Shared secret session key
⊕ −→ Bitwise xor operation
‖ −→ Concatenate operation

(·) −→ Multiplication operation

Sood’s [19] scheme consists of the following phases:
Registration Phase, Login Phase, Authentication and Ses-
sion Key Agreement Phase and Password Change Phase.

2.1 Registration Phase

In this phase, user Ui submits identity IDi and password
PWi to the Control server over secure channel for registra-
tion. After receiving IDi and PWi, Control server com-
putes Zi = H(IDi ‖ PWi)⊕H2(x), Vi = yi⊕IDi⊕H(x),
Bi = H(IDi, PWi)⊕PWi⊕yi and Ci = H(yi)⊕IDi⊕x,
where x is the secret key of the control server and yi is
the random number chosen by the CS such that yi ⊕ x
will be unique for each user. Then, Control server CS
stores yi ⊕ x in its database corresponding to Ci and is-
sues a smart card for the user Ui by storing the security
parameter Zi, Vi, Bi,H(·) into the memory of smart card.

All service provider servers have to register themselves
with the control server CS and CS agrees on unique se-
cret key SKk with each service provider Sk. Then, Sk re-
members secret key SKk and CS store SKk by computing
SKk⊕H(x ‖ SIDk) corresponding service provider iden-
tity SIDk. The CS sends IDi and H(yi) corresponding to
newly registered user Ui to all service provider. Then, all
the service provider store IDi and H(yi) in the database
for further use.
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2.2 Login Phase

In the login phase, user Ui insert his/her smart card
into cardreader and submits ID∗

i and password PW ∗
i and

choose the identity of service provider server SIDk. Then,
smart card computes yi = Bi ⊕H(ID∗

i ‖ PW ∗
i )⊕ PW ∗

i ,
H(x) = Vi ⊕ yi ⊕ ID∗

i , Z∗i = H(ID∗
i ‖ PW ∗

i ) ⊕ H2(x)
and verifies whether computed Z∗i is equals with stored
Zi. If the verification holds, smart card generates random
nonce N1 and computes CIDi = Vi ⊕ yi ⊕ H(yi) ⊕ N1,
Mi = H2(x) ⊕ N1 and Ei = H(yi ‖ H(x) ‖ N1 ‖
IDi ‖ SIDk). Then, smart card sends login message
{SIDk, CIDi,Mi, Ei} to the service provider Sk through
public channel.

2.3 Authentication and Session Key
Agreement Phase

After receiving login request message {SIDk, CIDi, Mi,
Ei}, server Sk generates random nonce N2 and computes
Gi = SKk · N2. Then, service provider server Sk sends
login request message {SIDk, CIDi,Mi, Ei, Gi} to the
control server. After receiving it, control server com-
putes N1 = Mi ⊕ H2(x), N2 = Gi ⊕ SKk and C∗i =
CIDi ⊕ N1 ⊕ H(x) ⊕ x. Then, CS checks the condi-
tion whether computed C∗i is identical with the stored
Ci in its database or not. If the condition does not hold,
control server rejects the login request otherwise extract
yi from yi ⊕ x stored in the database. Then, control
server further computes IDi = Ci ⊕ H(yi) ⊕ x, E∗

i =
H(yi ‖ H(x) ‖ N1 ‖ IDi ‖ SIDk) and compares E∗

i with
the received Ei to verify the legitimacy of the user Ui

and service provider Sk. If the condition holds, control
server extracts SKk from SKk ⊕ H(x ‖ SIDk) stored
in the database. Then, control server generates random
nonce N3 and computes Ai = N1 ⊕N3 ⊕H(SKk), Di =
IDi ⊕ H(N1 ⊕ N2 ⊕ N3), Fi = H[H(N1 ⊕ N2 ⊕ N3) ‖
IDi ‖ H(yi)], Ti = N2 ⊕ N3 ⊕H(yi ‖ IDi ‖ H(x) ‖ N1)
and sends message {Ai, Di, Fi, Ti} to the service provider
server Sk.

Service provider server Sk then computes N1 ⊕ N3 =
Ai⊕H(SKk), IDi = Di⊕H(N1⊕N2⊕N3) and extracts
H(yi) corresponding IDi from its database. Afterward,
server Sk computes F ∗i = H[H(N1 ⊕ N2 ⊕ N3) ‖ IDi ‖
H(yi)] and compares F ∗i with Fi to verify the legitimacy
of control server. If the above condition holds, server Sk

sends Fi and Ti to smart card of user Ui.
After receiving Fi and Ti, smart card computes N2⊕N3

= Ti ⊕ H(yi ‖ IDi ‖ H(x) ‖ N1) and F ∗i = H[H(N1 ⊕
N2 ⊕N3) ‖ IDi ‖ H(yi)]. Then, compares computed F ∗i
with received Fi to verify the legitimacy of control server
CS and service provider server Sk. If the above condition
holds, then login request is accepted, otherwise rejects the
session. Finally, user Ui, control server CS and service
provider server Sk agree on the common secret session
key as SK = H(IDi ‖ (N1 ⊕N2 ⊕N3) ‖ H(yi)).

2.4 Password Change Phase

This phase is invokes when Ui wants to change the pass-
word. Ui inserts the smart card into the card reader and
submits ID∗

i and PW ∗
i . Then, card reader computes yi

= Bi ⊕H(ID∗
i ‖ PW ∗

i ) ⊕ PW ∗
i , H(x) = Vi ⊕ yi ⊕ ID∗

i ,
Z∗i = H(ID∗

i ‖ PW ∗
i ) ⊕ H2(x) and compares the com-

puted value of Z∗i with stored value of Zi. If identifies, Ui

enters a new password PWnew
i . Then, card reader com-

putes Znew
i = Zi ⊕ H(IDi ‖ PWi) ⊕ H(IDi ‖ PWnew

i )
and Bnew

i = Bi ⊕ H(IDi ‖ PWi) ⊕ PWi ⊕ H(IDi ‖
PWnew

i )⊕PWnew
i . Then, stores Znew

i and Bnew
i instead

of Zi and Bi into memory of smart card.

3 Security Analysis of Sood’s
Scheme

In this section, the cryptanalysis of Sood’s [19] scheme is
presented. To analyze the security weaknesses of Sood’s
scheme, our assumptions are given as follows.

Assumption 1. It can be assumed that an attacker could
obtain the secret values stored in the smart card by moni-
toring the power consumption [12, 17] and an attacker can
intercept all communicating messages between the users,
the service provider servers Sk and control server CS.

Assumption 2. Due to the low entropy of IDi and PWi

selected by Ui, we assume an adversary is able to off-line
guess Ui’s identity IDi and password PWi individually.
However, he/she cannot off-line guess IDi and PWi si-
multaneously in polynomial time as pointed out by Sood
et al. [20].

Assumption 3. It can also be assumed that a valid user
can provide secret information of the control server CS to
an attacker or a valid user can acts as an attacker after
deriving secret information of the control server.

Under these assumptions, it can be explained various
attacks on Sood’s [19] scheme such as off-line identity
guessing attack, off-line password guessing attack, priv-
ileged insider attack, user impersonation attack, session
key recovery attack and many logged in users’ attack.

3.1 Off-line Identity Guessing Attack

User’s identity can be either name, phone number, birth-
day or some meaningful text which can be easily guessed
because of the low entropy. To successfully launch off-line
identity guessing attack, an attacker has to keep control
server’s secret information H2(x) and H(x) which can
easily obtain under Assumption 3. After that, off-line
identity guessing attack can be launched successfully as
follows.

Step 1. From login phase of the protocol, an attacker
can derives N1a = Mi ⊕H2(x);
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Step 2. Attacker computes Ta = Vi ⊕H(x) = yi ⊕ IDi.
So yi = Ta ⊕ IDi;

Step 3. Then, Attacker computes Za = CIDi⊕Vi⊕N1a

= yi ⊕H(yi) = Ta ⊕ IDi ⊕H(Ta ⊕ IDi);

Step 4. Now, attacker guess user’s identity IDguess
i sep-

arately and verifies the correctness Za = Ta ⊕
IDguess

i ⊕H(Ta ⊕ IDguess
i );

Step 5. Continue the above step until correct identity
is obtained. After some guessing attacker can easily
find the correct user identity. Thus, an attacker can
successfully launch off-line identity guessing attack.

3.2 Off-line Password Guessing Attack

After launching successfully off-line identity guessing at-
tack, an attacker can easily guess user’s password from
the smart card parameters Zi in following steps:

Step 1. Attacker chooses PW guess
i for the user Ui to find

the correct password PWi.

Step 2. Attacker then verifies the correctness of Zi =
H(IDi ‖ PW guess

i ) ⊕ H2(x) where H2(x) is known
parameter to the attacker.

Step 3. The above steps will continue until the correct
password obtained. After some guessing the attacker
can easily find out the correct password. Thus,
Sood’s scheme can not resists off-line password guess-
ing attack.

3.3 Privileged Insider Attack

Generally, many users use the same password for their
convenience of remembering and easy of use whenever re-
quired. However, if the system manager or privileged in-
sider of the server knows user’s password, he/she may
try to access user’s Ui other accounts in other server. In
Sood’s scheme, user Ui provides his/her password PW i to
the remote server. As a result, Sood’s scheme is insecure
against insider attack, because system manager or priv-
ileged insider of the server may try to access the user’s
other accounts in other server using password PW i.

3.4 User Impersonation Attack

To impersonate as a legitimate user, an attacker attempts
to make a forged login request message which can be au-
thenticated to a server. Under our assumption, Sood’s
scheme can not resist user impersonation attack as fol-
lows.

Step 1. Attacker can compute yi = Vi ⊕ IDi ⊕ H(x).
Then, attacker can easily compute H(yi).

Step 2. Now, Attacker generates a random number Na

and can easily compute login message CID∗
i =

Vi ⊕ yi ⊕ Na, M∗
i = H2(x) ⊕ Na and E∗

i = H(yi ‖

H(x) ‖ Na ‖ IDi ‖ SIDk). Then attacker sends
{CID∗

i ,M
∗
i , E∗

i } to the service provider server Sk to
proof himself as a valid user.

Step 3. It can be easily proved that the sending login
message by an attacker is valid to the service provider
server Sk. Then service provider server sends reply
messages Fi and Ti to the attacker by computing Fi

= H[H(Na ⊕ N2 ⊕ N3) ‖ IDi ‖ H(yi)] and Ti =
N2 ⊕ N3 ⊕ H(yi ‖ IDi ‖ H(x) ‖ Na), where N2

and N3 is random number chosen by service provider
server Sk and control server CS respectively.

Step 4. After receiving reply message from service
provider server Sk, attacker computes N2 ⊕ N3 =
Ti ⊕ H(yi ‖ IDi ‖ H(x) ‖ Na). Then, attacker and
service provider server agree on the valid session key
by computing SK = H(IDi ‖ (N1 ⊕ N2 ⊕ N3) ‖
H(yi)) which is used for secure communication.

3.5 Many Logged In Users’ Attack

Many logged in users’ attack can be successfully launched
after successful performance of off-line identity guessing
attack and off-line password guessing attack as described
in Section 3. After getting correct password of user Ui,
an attacker can easily compute the value yi which is dif-
ferent for all users. Then, attackers or non-registered user
can successfully access the service of the service provider
server Sk as follows.

Step 1. Attacker or non-registered user choose his/her
desired password PW a

i and computes Za
i = H(IDi ‖

PW a
i ) ⊕ H2(x), V a

i = yi ⊕ IDi ⊕ H(x) and Ba
i =

H(IDi ‖ PW a
i ) ⊕ Pi ⊕ yi, where IDi is the valid

user’s identity which remains unchanged.

Step 2. Then, attacker or non-registered users stores
{Za

i , V a
i , Ba

i ,H(·)} into memory of new smart card
and it can be used by many attackers or non-
registered users as a valid user.

The above attack proves that Sood’s scheme can not
be used for practical implementation in terms of security
because without stealing user’s smart card, many non-
registered users can act as a valid user.

3.6 Session Key Recovery Attack

In Sood’s scheme, user’s Ui, service provider server Sk and
control server CS agree on the common session key SK
which is based on the difficulty of cryptographic one-way
hash function. The Common secret session key SK de-
pends on the secret parameter IDi, yi and random nonce
N1, N2, N3. In the user impersonation attack in Section 3
shows that an attacker can easily obtain IDi, yi and ran-
dom nonce N1, N2, N3. So, after obtaining all these secret
parameters attacker can compute secret session key for ev-
ery transaction of user Ui. As a result, Sood’s scheme is
insecure against session key recovery attack.
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4 Brief Review of Li et al.’s
Scheme

This section presents brief description of Li et al.’s [13]
dynamic ID based remote user authentication scheme in
multi-server environment using smart card. Li et al.’s [13]
scheme consists of following phases: Registration phase,
Login phase, Authentication and Session Key Agreement
phase.

4.1 Registration Phase

Whenever a new user wants to get services from the re-
mote server, he/she must have to register with control
server CS as follows:

User Ui chose his/her desired identity IDi and pass-
word PWi and generates a random nonce b. Then, Ui

computes PWBi = H((IDi ‖ PWi) ⊕ b) and sends
IDi, PWBi to the control server CS through secure chan-
nel. After receiving registration messages from user Ui,
CS first verifies Ui’s personal information and credit and
if it is valid then computes TIDi = (Ti ‖ IDi), σi

= H(TIDi ‖ x) ⊕ H((IDi ‖ PWi) ⊕ b), where Ti is
the registration time of user Ui. Afterward, CS stores
{σi, H(TIDi), Ti,H(·)} into memory of the smart card
and issues it for the user Ui. After getting smart card,
user Ui stores b into memory of the smart card and keeps
it secret for personal use.

4.2 Login Phase

Whenever user Ui wants to get service from server Sk,
then user Ui inserts his/her smart card into the card
reader and submits IDi and password PWi and chooses
the identity of service provider server SIDk. Then, smart
card computes TID∗

i = (Ti ‖ IDi), PWBi = H((IDi ‖
PWi)⊕b) and checks whether TID∗

i = TIDi or not. If it
does not hold, the smart card terminates this login, oth-
erwise generates a random number N1 and computes α1

= σi⊕PWBi⊕N1, α2 = H((TIDi ‖ SIDk)⊕N1). Then,
sends {TIDi, α1, α2} to the service provider server Sk.

After receiving login messages {TIDi, α1, α2} from
user Ui, server Sk computes β1 = H(SIDk ‖ x)⊕N2 and
β2 = H((SIDk ‖ TIDi) ⊕N2), where N2 is the random
number generated by service provider server Sk. Then,
Sk sends {TIDi, α1, α2, SIDk, β1, β2} to the control
server CS through public channel.

4.3 Authentication and Session Key
Agreement Phase

After receiving login request messages {TIDi, α1, α2,
SIDk, β1, β2} from server Sk, control server CS checks
the validity of user’s TIDi and server’s SIDk. If both
does not hold, rejects the connection, otherwise CS com-
putes N∗

1 = α1 ⊕ H(TIDi ‖ x) and verifies the fresh-
ness of N∗

1 . If it does hold, CS further computes α∗2 =

H((TIDi ‖ SIDk)⊕N∗
1 ) and further compares with com-

puted α∗2 equals with received α2. if it is holds, then CS
believes that user Ui is authentic, otherwise terminates
the connection. Then, CS computes N∗

2 = β1⊕H(SIDk ‖
x) and checks the freshness of N∗

2 . If it does hold, CS
further computes β∗2 = H((SIDk ‖ TIDi) ⊕ N∗

2 ) and
further compares with computed β∗2 equals with received
β2. If it holds, then CS believes that service provider
server Sk is authentic, otherwise terminates the connec-
tion. CS generates a random number N3 and computes
α
′
= H(N∗

1 )⊕N∗
2 ⊕N3, γu = H(H(TIDi ‖ x)⊕SK), β

′

= H(N∗
2 ) ⊕N∗

1 ⊕N3 and γs = H(H(SIDk ‖ x) ⊕ SK),
where SK is a common secret session key which is con-
structed by computing SK = H(N∗

1 ⊕N∗
2 ⊕N3). Finally,

CS sends {α′ , γu, β
′
, γs} to service provider server Sk.

After receiving the message from CS, server Sk com-
putes β

′′
= β

′ ⊕ H(N2), SKs = H(β
′′ ⊕ N2), γ

′
s =

H(H(SIDk ‖ x)⊕SKs) and compares computed γ
′
s with

received γs. If it is invalid, server Sk terminates the con-
nection, otherwise server Sk believes that control server
CS is authentic and sends {α′ , γu} to the smart card user
Ui. It can be easily shown that SKs = SK common secret
session key between user Ui, server Sk and CS.

After receiving the response message from server Sk,
smart card computes α

′′
= α

′ ⊕H(N1), SKu = H(α
′′ ⊕

N1), γ
′
u = H(H(TIDi ‖ x) ⊕ SKu) and compares com-

puted γ
′
u with received γu. If it is not valid, terminates

the connection, otherwise user believes that server Sk

and control server CS is authentic participants. Finally,
three participants user, service provider server and con-
trol server agree with a common secret session key SK
= SKs = SKu which can be used in future for secure
communication.

5 Cryptanalysis of Li et al.’s
Scheme

In this section, the cryptanalysis of Li et al.’s [13] scheme
is presented. To analyze the security weaknesses of Li et
al.’s scheme, we assume Assumptions 1 and 2 which are
described in Section 3 of this paper.

5.1 Off-line Identity Guessing Attack

During the registration phase, user Ui usually chooses an
identity which is easily remembered for his/her conve-
nience. These easy to remember identities are low en-
tropy and thus attacker can easily guess user’s identity.
Generally user’s identity is static and often confined to a
predefined format, so it is more easily guessed by the at-
tacker than the password. Li et al.’s scheme suffers from
identity guessing attack as follows:

Step 1. An attacker extracts information H(TIDi), Ti

from the valid user’s smart card by monitoring power
consumption.
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Step 2. Then, attacker chooses user’s identity IDa
i and

verifies the correctness H(TIDi) = H(Ti ‖ IDa
i ).

Step 3. Continue step 2 until correct identity is ob-
tained. After some guessing, an attacker can find
out the correct user’s identity IDi.

Thus, Li et al.’s scheme is insecure against off-line identity
guessing attack.

5.2 Off-line Password Guessing Attack

In remote user authentication schemes, for the sake of
user-friendliness, a user is often allow to select his/her de-
sired password during the registration phase. Generally,
the user chooses his/her password which is easy to remem-
ber. But these easy to remember passwords are of low en-
tropy and an attacker can guess the user’s password. Af-
ter launching successfully off-line identity guessing attack,
an attacker can easily guess user’s valid password using
stored smart card’s parameters σi, b and service provider
server’s login message {TIDi, α1, α2, SIDk, β1, β2} as
follows:

Step 1. Attacker computes N1 = α1⊕σi⊕PWBi. Now,

α2 = H((TIDi ‖ SIDk)⊕N1)
= H((TIDi ‖ SIDk)⊕ α1 ⊕ σi ⊕ PWBi)
= H((TIDi ‖ SIDk)⊕ α1 ⊕ σi

⊕H((IDi ‖ PWi)⊕ b)).

Step 2. Now, Attacker chooses password PW guess
i for

user Ui to find the correct password PWi. Then,
attacker checks the correctness whether α2 =
H((TIDi ‖ SIDk)⊕α1⊕σi⊕H((IDi ‖ PW guess

i )⊕
b)), where IDi is the correct user identity by using
identity guessing attack and all other parameters of
α2 is known to the attacker except password PWi.

Step 3. An attacker then repeats the above process until
the correct password is obtained. After some guess-
ing, an attacker can find out the correct password.
Thus, Li et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to off-line pass-
word guessing attack.

5.3 User Impersonation Attack

To impersonate as a legitimate user, an attacker attempts
to make a forged login request message which can be au-
thenticated to a server. Under our assumption, Li et al.’s
scheme can not resist user impersonation attack as fol-
lows:

Step 1. Attacker can compute PWBa
i = H((IDi ‖

PWi) ⊕ b), where IDi, PWi is the user’s correct
identity and password by using off-line identity and
password guessing attack respectively. Attacker fur-
ther computes αa

1 = σi ⊕ PWB
′
i ⊕ Na

1 and αa
2 =

H((TIDi ‖ SIDk) ⊕ Na
1 ), where Na

1 is the ran-
dom number generated by the attacker and attacker

knows σi, b from user’s smart card memory by mon-
itoring power consumption.

Step 2. Then, attacker sends forged login message
{TIDi, αa

1 , αa
2} to the service provider server Sk.

It can be easily proved that the sending login mes-
sage by an attacker is valid to the service provider
server Sk. Then, service provider server Sk sends lo-
gin message {TIDi, αa

1 , αa
2 , SIDk, β1, β2} to the

control server CS after computing β1, β2.

Step 3. After receiving login message from service
provider server Sk, control server checks the validity
of user’s TIDi and server’s SIDk. If both hold, CS
computes, Na

1 = αa
1 ⊕ H(TIDi ‖ x) and checks the

freshness of N∗
1 . If it holds, CS further computes α∗2

= H((TIDi ‖ SIDk)⊕Na
1 ) and compares with com-

puted α∗2 equals with received αa
2 . If it holds, then

CS believes that the sending messages are authen-
tic, otherwise terminates the connection. Then, CS
sends α

′
, γu to the smart card user Ui through service

provider server Sk, where α
′
= H(Na

1 )⊕N∗
2 ⊕N3 and

γu = H(H(TIDi ‖ x)⊕ SK).

Step 4. After receiving α
′
, γu from CS through ser-

vice provider server Sk, attacker derives N∗
2 ⊕ N3

= H(Na
1 ) ⊕ α

′
and computes session key SKa =

H(N1 ⊕ N∗
2 ⊕ N3) which is used for secure commu-

nication. Thus, Li et al.’s scheme is insecure against
user impersonation attack.

5.4 Many Logged in Users’ Attack

Many logged in users’ attack can be successfully launched
after successful performance of off-line identity guessing
attack and off-line password guessing attack as described
in Section 5. After getting correct password and identity
of user Ui, attackers or non-registered user can success-
fully access the service of the server Sk as follows:

Step 1. Attacker can compute PWBa
i = H((IDi ‖

PWi)⊕b), where IDi, PWi is the user’s correct iden-
tity and password by using off-line identity and pass-
word guessing attack respectively. Then, computes
H(TIDi ‖ x) = σi ⊕ PWBa

i .

Step 2. Now, Attacker chooses password PW a
i and com-

putes σa
i = H(TIDi ‖ x) ⊕ H((IDi ‖ PW a

i ) ⊕ b),
where attacker keeps unchanged H(TIDi), Ti which
can be extracted from memory of smart card by mon-
itoring power consumption.

Step 3. Then, attacker or non-registered users stores
{σa

i ,H(TIDi), Ti,H(·)} into memory of the smart
card and it can be used by many attacker or non-
registered users as a valid user.

Above attack proves that Li et al.’s scheme can not be
used for practical implementation in terms of security. It
is because, without stealing user’s smart card, many non-
registered users can acts as valid users.
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6 Proposed Scheme

In this paper, We have shown that Sood’s scheme and Li
et al.’s scheme are insecure against various attacks. To
overcome these weaknesses, in this section, we proposed
an efficient dynamic identity based remote user authenti-
cation in multi-server environment using smart card. It
can be assumed that control server CS is a trusted author-
ity. The proposed scheme consists of four phases namely
registration phase, login phase, authentication and ses-
sion key agreement phase and password change phase.
All these proposed phases are discussed as below:

6.1 Registration Phase

This phase is divided into two sub-phases: Server Regis-
tration phase and User Registration phase.

Server Registration Phase. In this phase, service
provider server Sk selects his/her desired identity
SIDk and submits it to control server CS over a
secure channel. After receiving SIDk from Sk, CS
computes Pk = H(SIDk ‖ x) and sends it to the
server Sk through secure channel and Sk keeps it as
secret, where x is the secret key of control server CS.

User Registration Phase. Whenever a new user wants
to get services from the service provider server, first
he/she has to register with the control server CS.
So, the user chooses his/her desired identity IDi

and password PWi and generates a random nonce
b. Afterwards, user computes PWRi = H(PWi⊕ b),
where H(·) is the secure one-way hash function like
secure MD5 and sends IDi, PWRi to control server
through secure channel for the registration. Af-
ter receiving a registration message from user Ui,
CS generates a random nonce yi for each user Ui

and computes CIDi = H(IDi ⊕ yi ⊕ x) such that
CIDi will be unique for each user Ui like bank ac-
count number. So, after computing CIDi for user
Ui, CS checks whether the value of CIDi is exist
in CS’s database or not. If exists, CS chooses an-
other random nonce y∗i and computes again CIDi =
H(IDi ⊕ y∗i ⊕ x). CS again verifies whether CIDi

is exist or not in the database. If exists, then again
computes CIDi with the new random nonce until
CIDi will be unique, otherwise control server CS
computes REGi = H(IDi ‖ PWRi ‖ CIDi) and Ti

= H(CIDi ‖ x)⊕PWRi and issues a smart card for
Ui after storing {CIDi, REGi, Ti, yi, H(·)} into
memory of user’s smart card. After getting smart
card, user Ui stores b into memory of smart card and
uses it securely for taking services from Sk.

6.2 Login Phase

Whenever an existing user Ui wants to get the ser-
vice(s) from the server Sk, first inserts his/her smart card
into the card reader and submits ID∗

i and PW ∗
i ; and

chooses server identity SIDk. Then, card reader com-
putes PWR∗i = H(PW ∗

i ⊕ b) and REG∗i = H(ID∗
i ‖

PW ∗
i ‖ CIDi); and checks whether REG∗i equals stored

REGi holds or not. If the verification holds, it implies
ID∗

i = IDi and PW ∗
i = PW i. Then, smart card derives

L1 = Ti⊕PWR∗i and generates random numbers N1, N2

and further computes N3 = N1 ⊕N2, L2 = N2 ⊕ PWR∗i
and L3 = H(L1 ‖ SIDk ‖ N1 ‖ L2 ‖ N3) and sends lo-
gin request message {CIDi, SIDk, Ti, L3, L2, N3} to
control server CS.

6.3 Authentication Phase

After receiving the login request message {CIDi, SIDk,
Ti, L3, L2, N3}, control server first checks the format
of CIDi and SIDk. If it is valid then computes A1

= H(CIDi ‖ x) and derives PWR
′
i = Ti ⊕ A1, N

′
2 =

L2 ⊕ PWR
′
i and N

′
1 = N3 ⊕ N

′
2. Further computes L

′
3

= H(A1 ‖ SIDk ‖ N
′
1 ‖ L2 ‖ N3) and verifies whether

computed L
′
3 equals with received L3. If it does not hold,

CS terminates the session, otherwise CS believes that the
user Ui is authentic and also believes that SIDk is the
registered identity of service provider server Sk. Then,
control server generates a random number N4 and com-
putes A2 = H(SIDk ‖ x), A3 = A2⊕N4, N5 = N1

′⊕N4

and A4 = H(A2 ‖ N4 ‖ N1 ‖ CIDi). Then, CS sends
{CIDi, A4, A3, N5} to the service provider server Sk of
the corresponding identity SIDk through public channel.

After receiving messages {CIDi, A4, A3, N5} from
CS, server Sk derives N

′
4 = Pk ⊕ A3 and N

′
1 = N

′
4 ⊕ N5

and computes A
′
4 = H(Pk ‖ N

′
4 ‖ N

′
1 ‖ CIDi). Then,

server Sk compares A
′
4 with received A4. This equivalency

authenticates the legitimacy of the control server CS and
user Ui. Further, server Sk generates random number N6

and computes N7 = N
′
1 ⊕N6, SKs = H(SIDk ‖ CIDi ‖

N6 ‖ N
′
1), A5 = H(SKs ‖ N6) and sends {SIDk, A5, N7}

to the smart card user Ui through public channel.
After receiving messages {SIDk, A5, N7} from the

server Sk, the smart card derives N
′
6 = N7 ⊕ N1 and

computes SKu = H(SIDk ‖ CIDi ‖ N
′
6 ‖ N1), A

′
5 =

H(SKu ‖ N
′
6). Then, smart card compares computed A

′
5

equals with received A5. This equivalency authenticates
the legitimacy of the service provider server Sk. It can
be easily shown that SKu = SKs which is the common
secret session key between user Ui and service provider
server Sk.

6.4 Password Change Phase

This phase invokes when user Ui wants to change his/her
password. Ui inserts the smart card into the card reader
and submits ID∗

i and PW ∗
i . Then, card reader computes

PWR∗i = H(PW ∗
i ⊕ b) and REG∗i = H(ID∗

i ‖ PW ∗
i ‖

CIDi); and checks whether REG∗i equals stored REGi

holds or not. If it holds positively, Ui enters a new pass-
word PWnew

i . Then card reader computes PWRnew
i =

H(PWnew
i ⊕ b), REGnew

i = H(ID∗
i ‖ PWRnew

i ‖ CIDi)
and Tnew

i = Ti⊕PWR∗i ⊕PWRnew
i and stores REGnew

i
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and Tnew
i instead of REGi and Ti respectively into the

memory of the smart card. Thus, Ui can change the pass-
word without taking any assistance from control server or
service provider server Sk.

7 Cryptanalysis of The Proposed
Scheme

This section describes cryptanalysis of the proposed
scheme. To cryptanalyze the proposed scheme, it can be
assumed that an attacker could obtain the secret values
stored in the smart card by monitoring the power con-
sumption [12, 17] and can intercept all communicating
messages between the user, service providing server and
the control server. Under these assumption, we will show
that the proposed scheme resists different possible attacks
related to remote user authentication.

7.1 Off-line Identity Guessing Attack

After getting secret values {CIDi, REGi, Ti, yi, H(·)}
from user’s smart card memory and login request message
{CIDi, SIDk, Ti, L3, L2, N3}, an attacker attempts to
derive or guess user’s identity IDi. To obtain user’s cor-
rect identity IDi from CIDi, attacker has to guess x and
IDi simultaneously which is not possible in polynomial
time, where x is the secret key of the control server. So,
the proposed scheme resists off-line identity guessing at-
tack.

7.2 Off-line Password Guessing Attack

After getting secret values {CIDi, REGi, Ti, yi, H(·)}
from user’s smart card memory and login request message
{CIDi, SIDk, Ti, L3, L2, N3}, an attacker attempts to
derive or guess user’s password PW i in off-line mode. To
get user’s correct password, attackers has to guess either
two secret parameters at a time which is not possible in
polynomial time or has to solve inversion of cryptographic
hash function which is also computationally hard. So,
the proposed scheme is secure against off-line password
guessing attack.

7.3 Privileged Insider Attack

The proposed scheme is secure against privileged insider
attack because, user Ui provides PWRi which equals with
H(PW i⊕y) instead of PWi to the control server CS. As a
result, system manager or privileged insider of the server
can not derive valid user’s password. So, the proposed
scheme resists privileged insider attack.

7.4 User Impersonation Attack

To impersonate as a legitimate user, an attacker at-
tempts to make a forged login request message which

can be authenticated to a server. However, the at-
tacker cannot impersonate as the legitimate user by forg-
ing the login request message even if the attacker can
extract the secret values {CIDi, REGi, Ti, yi, H(·)}
stored in the users smart card, because the at-
tacker cannot compute the valid login request message
{CIDi, SIDk, Ti, L3, L2, N3} without knowing the se-
cret password PWi of valid user Ui, control server secret
key x and valid user identity IDi. If the attacker wants to
get these secret parameters, he/she must have to solve the
inversion of cryptographic hash function which is compu-
tationally hard. So, the proposed scheme is secure against
user impersonation attack.

7.5 Many Logged-in Users’ Attack

The proposed scheme is secure against many logged-in
users’ attack because even if an attacker gets user’s smart
card then he/she has no way to derive or guess user’s cor-
rect password PW i, user’s identity IDi and server secret
key x as described in Section 7. If the attacker wants to
get the control server secret key x, user’s password PW i

and user’s identity IDi, he/she must have to solve the
inversion of cryptographic one-way hash function which
is computationally hard. So the proposed scheme resists
many logged-in users’ attack.

7.6 Smart Card Stolen Attack

We assume that the user Ui has either lost his/her
smart card or stolen by an attacker. After getting the
smart card, an attacker can extract the secret informa-
tion {CIDi, REGi, Ti, yi, H(·)} from the user’s smart
card. We also assume that attacker stores the i − th lo-
gin message {CIDi, SIDk, Ti, L3, L2, N3} of the user
Ui. After getting all these parameters such as login mes-
sage and smart card parameters, it is hard to derive user’s
password PWi, identity IDi and server secret key x by the
attacker. As a result, attacker can not create the valid lo-
gin message even after getting the valid user’s smart card
parameters. So, the proposed scheme is secure against
smart card stolen attack.

7.7 Session Key Recovery Attack

In the proposed scheme, session key depends upon the
difficulty of cryptographic one-way hash function and the
random number N1 and N6. There is no way for an at-
tacker to compute random number N1 and N6 from the
known parameters that is from all communicating mes-
sage of the proposed scheme. So the proposed scheme
resists session key recovery attack.
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Table 2: Comparison of computation cost of proposed scheme with related schemes

[19] [13] Proposed protocol
Login Phase 4Th 3Th 3Th

Authentication Phase 17Th + 1Tm 15Th 9Th

Total 21Th + 1Tm 18Th 12Th

Table 3: Comparison of communication and storage cost of proposed scheme with related schemes

[19] [13] Proposed protocol
Storage Cost 512 bits 640 bits 768 bits

Communication Cost 1920 bits 1920 bits 1664 bits

Table 4: Security attack comparison of the proposed scheme with related schemes

[19] [13] Proposed protocol
Off-line Identity Guessing Attack YES YES NO

Off-line Password Guessing Attack YES YES NO
Privileged Insider Attack YES NO NO

User Impersonation Attack YES YES NO
Many Logged In Users’ Attack YES YES NO

Session Key Recovery Attack YES NO NO

8 Performance Analysis of the
Proposed Scheme

In this section, we evaluated the performance of proposed
scheme comparing with both the Sood’s scheme and Li.
et al’s scheme. We have compare login and authentica-
tion phases of proposed scheme with both Sood’s scheme
and Li et al’s scheme, because these phases are used fre-
quently. Table 2 shows the computation over head and
Table 3 shows the communication and storage cost of
proposed scheme and both the related [13, 19] scheme.
In Table 2, Th is the time required for hashing opera-
tion and Tm is the time required for multiplication op-
eration. Though, proposed scheme resists different pos-
sible attacks of both the related schemes, in spite of the
proposed scheme which provides better computation cost
than the related schemes.

It can be reasonably assumed that the length of IDi,
PW i, SIDj , h(·) and random nonce returns 128 bits.
The communication cost (capacity of transmitting mes-
sage) of proposed scheme, Sood’s [19] scheme and Li et
al.’s [13] scheme are 1664 bits = (13 × 128), 1920 bits =
(15×128) and 1920 bits = (15×128) respectively for each
transaction. Also the storage cost (stored into the mem-
ory of smart card) takes almost same bits of proposed
scheme and related schemes that is 768 bits, 512 bits and
512 bits respectively. Table 4 shows that their scheme is
insecure against different possible attacks. Further pro-
posed scheme provides strong authentication against dif-
ferent attacks described in Section 7. After resisting all
possible attacks of related scheme, the proposed scheme
provides low computational and communication cost than
others related schemes. Hence the proposed scheme is
more efficient and secure than both Sood’s scheme and
Li. et al’s scheme.

9 Conclusion

We have shown that both Sood’s [19] and Li et al.’s [13]
schemes have security weaknesses described in Section 3
and Section 5 respectively. To overcome these weaknesses,
we have proposed an Efficient Dynamic ID Based Remote
User Authentication Scheme in Multi-server Environment
using smart card. Further, we have shown that the pro-
posed scheme using smart card which is more efficient
in terms of computational and communication cost than
related schemes. Additionally, the proposed scheme pro-
vides password change phase without taking any assis-
tance of the control server and also provides strong mutual
authentication. Cryptanalysis of the proposed scheme
shows that the authentication system is more authentic,
secure and efficient than related schemes published ear-
lier. In future, we can incorporate biometric features with
password to provide high security system and also try to
analyze the security analysis of the proposed protocol us-
ing BAN logic.
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